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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSION  

 

This chapter was used to give the conclusion through an analysis of 1) what metaphors 

are used in Obama’s inaugural speech, and 2) what is the intended meaning of each of the 

metaphors in Obama’s inaugural speech. Based on analyzing data in chapter 1V, it can be 

concluded, as follows: 

5.1 Of the 36 metaphors in obama inauguration speech, can be classified into: descriptive 

metaphor, embedded, abstract, absolute, complex, dormant, implicit, simple, and root 

metaphors. 

5.2 From 36 metaphors in Obama’s inaugural speech, only 19 was interpreted. Because For 

avoiding misunderstanding of the interpretation based on cultural experiences, because of 

different experiences from different cultures, so that accurate cross-cultural communication 

difficult to realize, and misunderstandings are common. There are, rising tides of prosperity: 

veincreasing flow of welfare, obviously the prosperity, welfare, competen, ability, fortune, 

and safety attended in United Stated for taken oath that obama’s inaugural speech; the still 

waters of peace: lasting calmness, immortality peace; the oath is taken amidst gathering 

clouds and raging storms: matter of life; the midst of crisis: degradation from all aspects of 

life; network of violence and hatred: crime organized; unity of purpose: unity of something 

that is expected, desired, be made in a dream, dreamed together with the purpose and 

expectations are the great struggle; worn out dogmas: the dogma of faith which are was 

shabby, gross, and obsolete; rugged path towards prosperity and freedom: From environment, 

crossing, mobility of life that contains a problem, pain, difficulty getting to the life of many 
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of the results, prosperous, peaceful, happiness, and just society is full of sufficiency; their 

hands were raw: this is limbs, authority of a person for someone else to sacrifice, with pain, 

that was torn; dust ourselves off: liberating  themselves from the system, way of  life, 

political views, dirty beliefs, which is not good from a tiny or smooth; the economy calls for 

action, bold and swift: the economic situation which needed fast recovery, decisively, brave 

to change the object that is not expected to state that provide profit and benefits together; 

Harness the sun and the winds and the soil: utilize and use everything that is around life as a 

source of energy or strength and does not cause waste which is hazardous, dangerous, and 

adverse; a decent wage: the paid and the result of hard work that is fairly; the blood of 

generations: point out that expression to beaver one confidence on levels with another law 

necessary sacrifice of generation go to generation; the keepers of this legacy: guard, 

custodian, filler, provider of independence, purpose, hope, aspiration, happiness of United 

State; patchwork heritage: heritage form of the result of struggle and hard work of life, the 

various sources of life, security, culture, way of life and basic views or thoughts; the 

silencing of dissent: politicians who justifies any means. make all attend to the political 

system and the policies that he created. Make agreement that does not agree and to 

obediently; our darkest hours: the hard, difficult time/period/term; the face of our common 

dangers: This hazard, distress may be from enemy, natural disaster, matter of life is known 

how long it will take, this type is implicit metaphor. 

 

 


